2022 Grant Questions
Week of January 15th – 21st 2022
Q: Can we get a copy of the outcomes as I do not see them on the website.
A: That was an oversite. A link to a document with all of the outcomes has been added to the website
toward the bottom of the page.
Q: In past years, did organizations have to take a break from applying after so many funding cycles? If so,
how does that work.
A: There is no required break needed from applying for funding. Any nonprofit can apply when it is an
open competitive process, every two years.
Q: Are we able to request funding for a concept that is similar to a previous year, or does it have to be a
new project?
A: Yes, as long as it ties to the outcomes it can be a new program, similar program, or a continuation of
an existing program.
Q: Can we apply for multiple programs?
A: No, only one program. This is a change from previous grant cycles.
Q: Do you have to be conducting business for at least 2 years to apply for the Community Impact Grant?
A: Yes, the eligibility requirements state: “Been incorporated and actively conducting business for at
least two years at the time of application.”
Q: Is this for a three year grant cycle (2023 to 2025)?
A: It is a two year cycle (2022-2024)
Q: If a multiple year proposal, is the $5000 minimum for the all three years or per year (or a $15,000
minimum for three years)?
A: Minimum of $5,00 per year (total of $10,00 for the two year cycle).
Q: Previously, we wrote to support our [program A] services. If we wrote this proposal to support
[program A] services and [program B], would you want the two components written as a single proposal
or as two proposals? I ask as we draft four separate proposals for another United Way that address four
unique community concerns where each has its own operational budget and award.
A: Organizations are only allowed to submit a single proposal per agency. However, applications
submitted could include facets of multiple programs in your application but would need one program
title and one program budget submitted. Organizations are still required to select a minimum of three
outcomes you plan to report on as well.

